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Overall, I found myself favourably impressed with HiFiMAN’s HE-560. The 

HE-560 proved to be a do-all high-end headphone that offered the right 

levels of performance along with compelling levels of adjustability and comfort. Given these virtues, the HE-

560 has earned a place in my select group of reference headphones. The Absolute Sound, December 2014. 

 

 

“HiFiMan’s HE-560 take the sound closer to the ever-elusive goal of reproducing reality. 

Transparency to die for, lighter and more comfy than most planar headphones.” Sound & 

Vision, February 2015. 

 

 

“I love HiFiMAN’s planar magnetic headphones. I think they produce some of the best 

sounding headphones on the market. Frankly, these are the most comfortable headphones 

I have ever used and some of the best sounding. The HE-560 is probably the best 

headphone out there for under a thousand dollars, both in terms of comfort and 

performance. They sound absolutely brilliant.” Home Theatre & High Fidelity, October 

2014. 

 

 

”Fühlte sich der Hörer jedoch pudelwohl, und bedankte sich 

mit waschechtem Highend-Klang, der sogar anspruchsvollere 

Kopf-hörer Fans in der Redaktion begeisterte.” AUDIO, 

August 2014. 

 

 

Der Gandiose HE-560 verdient bei anspruchsvollen Musikliebhabern einen 

Platz an besten Kopfhörer FIDELITY, December 2014. 

 

The HE560, for half the price of many top tier planar and dynamic 

headphones, delivers what many want in a reference headphone. It 

offers terrific value and transparency that is usually found in the higher priced models. A product that will be 



hard to compete with. The HE560 offers the listener a super listening experience. A planar headphone that 

offers exceptional sound and is a pleasure to wear. I can think of no other headphone in this price range 

that delivers the performance and comfort the HE560 offers.” Headphone Guru, October 2014. 

 

“HiFiMan HE-560 impressed me more than I had anticipated, going so far as to replace the 

Sennheiser HD600 as my primary full-size headphone thanks to the outstanding bass 

performance and clarity, as well as the flexible, lightweight construction that results in good 

wearing comfort. The only headphone I've encountered thus far in my audio journey, that I 

would trade these is the $4500 STAX SR-009, and that says quite a lot.” Inner Fidelity, March 2015. 

 

“The HE-560 proves that HiFiMAN is still at the top of their game. Classy looks. Ultra-

detailed sound. Incredible low end. Broad sound stage. Comfortable. Good 

price/performance ratio. Neutral sounding. A superb set of headphones that can be 

powered out of a not-so-ridiculous headphone amplifier. The sound quality per dollar is 

just amazing.” Tech Power Up, May 2014. 

 

 

 

“What Hifiman has created is extraordinary. They have come up with a very high level 

headphone. Fans of orthos and lovers of a linear, neutral but musical and slightly 

smooth sound need to add this headphone to their collection. Seriously, you have no choice.” Headfonia, 

August 2014. 


